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T

here is a window on Strait Street - a large, red, lunette-shaped aperture
emblazoned with words starting with the letter V. Inspired by Thomas Pynchon’s
novel, the installation, dating to 2010, by Norbert Attard, caused a ruckus when

unveiled, simply because the words vagina, vulva, but also Viagra, vibration, Vaseline
or voyeur sat alongside the words virgin and Vatican (amongst others). In the eyes of
passersby, this was a deliberate juxtaposition of the seemingly sacred and profane,
given the context and history of the islands.

The backdrop and springboard for this narrative are Spazju Kreattiv’s ongoing initiatives
related to the topic of feminism, for which a multi-media array of work was selected,
that broadly fall into the following categories: Symbolic, literal / figurative, abstracted,
and playful. This collective, however, was never meant to be a comprehensive or allencompassing portrayal of female genitalia, but rather, an attempt at introducing a much
wider discourse surrounding the vulva and vagina, which would also reference, if not
boldly represent, menstruation, menopause and the aging body, female genital mutilation,
sexually transmitted infections / diseases, childbirth, intercourse, masturbation and so on.
{v} is to be considered a preface, or foreword; a tentative pitch for a full-blown publication.

Standing in silo, the letter V is the Roman numeral for 5; the V (victory) sign, is a
hand gesture and a reference to the Second World War and Vietnam War; V is for
Vendetta, was a comic book published in the 1980s and later also made into a film.
The references are endless: from poetry, literature and print media, to technology; to
film and music. And yet, to us, V stands for Valletta, the capital city which is host to an

{v} was also intentionally conceived as confrontational and provocative; not in the
‘traditional’ sense, but rather, to trigger open discussion and conversation. The
very words - vagina and vulva - are copiously misused, and are moreover shrouded
in mystery, shame or embarrassment, making the ‘V words’ a quasi taboo, and
equating them, and their representations, to a form of self-inflicted censorship.

immense concentration of cultural attractions and infrastructure.
Yet, to those identifying with the female gender, V overtly stands for vagina and
vulva.* The letter, coupled with curly brackets, not only hints at female genitalia, but
transforms into a pictorial symbol of the female form, in digital text.
Spurred on by the nation-wide discussion surrounding women’s rights, reproductive
rights, sexual health and education, it is both apt and incredibly timely for the female

“We have been far taught more about shame than about our anatomy,” (Lynn Enright, Vagina:
A Re-education).
Just like Gustave Courbet’s Origin of the World, the works presented in {v} may, at times, be
sexually charged; they were not, however, devised to possess erotic or pornographic status.
Serious yet playful; daring yet tasteful - {v} unequivocally and unapologetically celebrates
the intricate complexity of the female form.

form to be intimately scrutinised, celebrated, yet also demystified, through visual and
performative means that go beyond the naked or the nude.
In the words of Eve Ensler (The Vagina Monologues) “I was worried about my own
vagina. It needed a context of other vaginas - a community, a culture of vaginas.
There’s so much darkness and secrecy surrounding them - like the Bermuda Triangle.”

Lisa Gwen | Curator
*The need to focus on both the vagina and the vulva, lies specifically in the misconception and
misuse of the former to refer to the latter in common language and discourse.
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M

y work is very much concept-driven and is
inspired by my traditional Maltese upbringing.
Malta is a small majority Catholic Mediterranean
island with a strong patriarchal background. It has a
rich multi-cultural history, but some may state that
its present society is in favour of financial gain over
integration, preservation and empathy. As an artist, I
explore the various dichotomies observed as a young
woman growing up in such an environment and try to
make sense of these contradictory elements, by looking
at them through a modern lens, re-organising them into a
different but meaningful pattern, merging them with Gen
X nostalgia, feminist iconography and Maltese imagery.
Qima is a piece which tackles various elements of
femininity from a Maltese lens. It explores the idea of how
women should be protected and kept powerless through
tradition (wedding lace) and oppression (the "pastizz"
- a vulva shaped snack used offensively like cunt/pussy)
juxtaposed against the idea the women were historically
strong, venerated and adored (the Venus of Malta and the
Virgin Mary references). Through this piece I try to question
the imposed meanings of what a woman should be in
Maltese society. The wedding lace is no longer white, but
blood red, the "pastizz" takes on the form of the Madonna
who is birthing a new tattooed Venus who will give us
a new matriarchy and new life. It is an internal and selfreflective protest which also offers acceptance of our roots.
Cheesecake from the Heavens is a fun reinterpretation of
the ‘holy’ vulva-shaped snack. By means of my work, the
imagery of the vulva/pastizz is elevated to the glorious
holiness ascribed to it by the Maltese. It is a playful take
on this idea. However, behind the cute imagery and
bright colours lurks infinite blackness and, the idea that
although we are quick to elevate something so female
shaped to divinity, society is equally swift in dragging that
same thing (and the notion of womanhood) into the mire.
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Cheesecake from the heavens, Qima / Worship (2020)
Alexandra Aquilina
screen print
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Isabelle Borg

Lisa Gwen Suitcase (2008)
Isabelle Borg
Oil on Canvas in Suitcase
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B

orn in London and growing up between there and Malta with
frequent visits to Florence as a child affected her early interest as a
painter. Painting for her became an activity to get involved in, that
had a total effect - not just on a conceptual level but was seen as an overall
physical experience.
Training as a graphic designer and typographer Isabelle Borg felt that this gave
a sense of structure and simplicity to her work. Geometrical compositions
fascinated heras well as the classical proportions of a minimal style. Then,
the feeling for a strong sensual projection through colour overridden any
minimalism or coolness, and her work over simple, constructed shapes
in media which give warmth - oils and wax varnishes on a gesso base.
Borg worked with figures and landscape together - sometimes each in
a separate context. The figures she portrayed needed spaces just as a
landscape does; and even without obvious human presence, her work
never doesn't lacked human experience or feeling. Also, portraits to Borg
were a constant work process – she thoroughly enjoyed having friends sit
for her and to paint them. As Isabelle borg herself had stated: “The idea of
the portrait in a suitcase came from a period in my life a number of years
ago when I was literally living out of one, between London and Berlin,
before choosing to settle in Malta.”

Pillion (2000)
Isabelle Borg
Oil & mixed media on canvas
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Gabriel Buttigieg
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D

ominated by memorable depictions of the human figure his
artwork is characterised by what critics have described as paint
exploding on canvas to reflect the urgent, volcanic passions
that engulf human relations. Buttigiegstarted his artistic trajectory
in a distinctly expressionist manner; since then, he has researched
endlessly to hone a style which evolves with every exhibition and which
is incontrovertibly his own. Buttigieg confesses that behind his artistic
drive is his fascination with sex, death and the transience of all things.
This feeds his savage thirst – so palpable in his paintings – for the beauty
and pleasures of nature and the body untrammelled by inhibitions. This
is counterbalanced by a melancholic and more contemplative strain in
his art – a sense of loss and longing for a primordial state of innocence,
as well as disenchantment and disgust at the corruption and artificiality
of contemporary humanity. This young artist’s worldview is darkened
also by his existentialism and his belief in evolution and determinism.

Agnus Dei (2020-2021)
Gabriel Buttigieg
Acrylic & Charcoal on Canvas
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Kane Cali
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'The Pastizzi Project', was an initiative born on the premise of identity
launched back in 2018. The aim was simple: Bring art into people’s
homes, remove the idea that all art is serious whilst only belonging to the
few. This might have been my best effort at democratising my practice.
Going back to the premise, the pastizz presents us with a seemingly
humorous object, which also serves as a means to communicate, and
through great irony, critiques contemporary Maltese society.
It has come to be known as an edible consumerist object littered with
patriarchal sexualised innuendoes. To me it serves as a vessel, a symbol
of familiarity that communicates discreetly and with great satire.
The most recent incarnation, and more directly, the pastizzi made for
{v}, address the re-appropriation of the colour pink. A colour that was
used to describe women as soft, weak, even as far as representing a lack
of intellect. Alongside this, and within a more local context, we have all
grown up knowing of the pastizz as a derogatory ‘object’. In reaction
to this, I sought to amalgamate both narratives into works that bring
the colour pink back, through the subversion of association of material.
Using metallic car body paints, normally associated with masculinity, I
aim to play but also confront ideas surrounding gender roles.

Super Massive Pastizz (2021)
Kane Cali
Mixed media
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Charlene Galea
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I

constantly switch over my art direction, but mostly I immerse myself
in movement and storytelling about various issues of how the body is
lived within contemporary times. This may include questioning what
it means to be a woman, the effect of the media and its communication,
the environment, human relations, and the social world.
In my everyday life I communicate with my audience through social media,
where I try to discuss diverse topics. My work varies in exhibitions - image
making, performance or even installation work the presentation of which
often challenges the viewer to immerse in the experience of being present
and not just the consumption of images. Complex and political ideas are
usually twisted through a sense of humour and aim to positively influence
various groups of people within society as well those who are not art
connoisseurs. I also enjoy collaborating with members of the audience.
Whilst having sex / making love, have you ever been asked: Did you come?
Have you ever made up an answer which did not reflect the truth? Why did
you answer in that way? On the other hand, what does an orgasm feel like?
Are you worried you do not orgasm often, or that you never can? The list of
orgasm-related questions is never ending.
We live in a time in which we are constantly typing 'How to' in a browser
– the responses, often engulf us with myths and provide us with unclear
answers, that come in the sexiest lingerie and dreams of the perfect orgasm.
Instead of playing this game, could we instead find a way to start researching
aspects of our femininity, to explore those that have been neglected, and
perhaps find what has been lost. Can ‘we become’ before ‘we come’?
The performance unravels in a three-piece act, which most women can relate to:
1. Ma ġiex (he didn’t show up / he didn’t come) - a failed date during times of
sexting and online dating, a fake fantasy
2. Ħmar il-lejl (sleepwalking) - a fake fantasy in a dream which never comes true
3. Wiċċ imb wiċċ (face to face) - facing the truth to start a journey of self
exploration, without depending on anyone else to get closer to who I am, and
to eventually become, before I come.
Did you come? (2021)
Charlene Galea
Performance
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George Muscat

Marisa and Francesca (2021)
George Muscat
Ceramic
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I

dentify - light enters the aperture and impregnates the lens, a
moment captured forever through the birth of an image. In this
body of work, I wanted to emulate this mechanical yet intimate
process, using plaster and the human body. Akin to the photographic
process of capturing an image or a moment in time, I wanted to explore
this sense of immediacy with the use of fast setting processes that
lend themselves to three-dimensional ceramic work. This series of
work explores the body through its many facets, separated close-ups
connected through one visual language. In order to capture this, I drew
inspiration from, and dedicated myself to the study and exploration of
the human form. Together, the pieces form a harmonious statement
on the all-encompassing dualities of individuality and unity, strength
in vulnerability. The intimacy of the work flirts with but does not
dwell on the concept of identity; its driving force remains assertive
and fuelled primarily by the tactile elements brought forward.

V1 – V7 (2021)
George Muscat
Ceramic
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K ev i n At t a r d
M a t t h ew P a n d o l f i n o
Christian Muscat

Click here for Bio
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F

ool’s Gold is a body cast of a female’s genitals. An experimental
piece, which was then a model for a larger three-dimensional
work in solid silver, the title of the work is a direct reference to
the semi-precious stone, pyrite, which is informally referred to as fool’s
gold, because it's metallic sheen and lustre is often likened and mistaken
for gold. Similarly, the life cast, made of brass, possesses some of the
qualities of pyrite, in that its subject, is indisputable, yet it is an element,
a component, detached from the physical form, lacking all other aspects
which could affirm the identity of the individual off of which the cast
was taken. The ‘golden’ metal, also reminds us that not all that glitters
is gold – heighted through the small rusting blemishes on the surface of
the piece, which are barely detectable on initial inspection. The story of
Midas touch – from Greek mythology -- also comes firmly to mind. In the
story, Midas acquired the power to turn anything he touched into gold;
this included the food he ate, and eventually even his beloved daughter.

Fool’s Gold (2020)
Kevin Attard, Matthew Pandolfino, Christian Muscat
Copper sculpture
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M a rc e l P o m m e r
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M

y photography revolves around
the nude female for reasons I do
not think anybody would ever
need to explain. But more importantly
I like to believe that I am doing it in a
way which is far off from the everyday
representation of women on a narrow
spectrum between subliminal disrespect
and blatant misogyny. Most people I
work with are long time acquaintances
and the images we create are born from
collaboration and mutual understanding.
I like to combine their naked bodies with
things that somehow speak to us and
always try to find a potential dynamic
in the composition. Clothing seldomly
catches my interest, you could say I
have never had a relationship with it in
the first place. The styles I use are rather
classic, influenced by the usual suspects
of black and white film photography and
confined by what materials I get to work
with and my slow acquisition of skill.
The exhibits in {v} represent a small
subset of what I do. There is no
shortage of vulva images in the world,
so besides being just pretty and
tantalising, in order for one to feel
right, there has got to be something
weirdly intriguing about it, something
glorious or mysterious if you will.
Being a non-professional, I take great
comfort and serenity in the fact that my
works do not need to be monetised to
sustain my living, and I never have to take
a photograph that is of no value to me.
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Kim Sammut

Censored, front (2020)
Kim Sammut
Photography
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S

elf-portraits have become a compulsion where I could be in a space with
myself and within myself, a space where I feel liberated. My images of
the body, whether my own or that of others, are to pursue the portrayal
of the journey from vulnerability to self-exploration and acceptance.

Censored, back (2020)
Kim Sammut
Photography
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Suzanna Scott
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I

n our new reality of untruths and the endorsement
of misogynistic and racist undercurrents in
the United States, the Coin Cunts stand as a
visual symbol of empowerment and equality for all
people/s with a vulva. By exposing the mysterious
interior of a ubiquitous object, I find each Coin Cunt
is distinct just as every human is unique. A tease
to the imagination, these transposed coin purses
challenge our visual and cultural associations of
women, money, and power. The Coin Cunts give
voice to, and raise awareness to many causes
around the globe such as sexual exploitation,
domestic violence, FGM (female genital mutilation),
unnatural body image ideals, the rise of labiaplasty,
reproductive justice, and the list continues to grow.

Coin Cunts (jewel tones) (2015 – present)
Suzanna Scott
Vintage coin purse, thread, map tacks
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R i t t y Ta c s u m

The Secret of My
Flower (2020)
Ritty Tacsum
Wallpaper print

Click here for Bio
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T

he work on display explores the associations
between flowers and genitalia throughout
the years. From a distance, the wallpaper
appears to depict a vintage floral pattern however,
upon closer inspection, the flower blooms into
a gynaecological illustration, which is repeated
throughout the artwork. The wallpaper design
explores my ‘softer side’, although it still reveals a
preoccupation with multi-layered narratives which
are literally explored through a collage-like pattern.
This work lies in sharp contrast to the video
installation – titled L-Istorja tal-Pastizz (literally
translated, The Story of the Cheesecake – the savoury
Maltese food - but here given to mean: The Story of
the Vagina), in which I explore the various stages
and functions of female genitalia, from masturbation,
menstruation, sexual activity to birth. The video
is meant to be confrontational; I have specifically
chosen to isolate the vagina, and to use the apt
Maltese puff pastry food as its replacement in order
to add to the humour, yet also to comment upon
the use of the word pastizz. “Pastizz” in common in
every language, is sometimes used as a derogatory
and insulting term. It is my attempt at reclaiming
the ‘word’ and consequently, take ownership of it.

L-istorja tal-pastizz (2020)
Ritty Tacsum
Video
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J e n n a Ti l l ey

Flapland (2018)
Jenna Tilley
Video
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T

he video piece Flapland speaks about
reclaiming those vulgar words about our
vulvas and vaginas. We see a puppet in a
booth shouting these horrible words relating
to our vaginas and turning them into a joke; by
making them our own those words cannot hurt us
anymore. The structure of the booth is reminiscent
of a Punch and Judy puppet show traditionally
shown on beaches around England, these shows
are notoriously violent as Punch hurls abuse at his
wife Judy, but this is almost hidden away by the
charm of the puppets and the colourful props. This
is very similar to what Flapland does for Vaginas.
The Vagina Series are all digitally drawn pieces using
one continuous line which had been mirrored from
the centre. These pieces show the diversity and
beauty of the vulva in all their different shapes and
sizes. This is what I try to convey with the message
of my works: that each vulva and vagina is unique.

Vagina 1, 2, 6, 8 (2020)
Jenna Tilley
Print
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BIOGRAPHIES

A l exa n d ra A q u i l i n a
Alexandra Aquilina is a screen printer and creative from
Malta who is now based in Berlin. She graduated in
Psychology at the University of Malta while undertaking
studies in Fashion and Costume design at the Malta Society
of Arts, Manzoni Fashion School and Malta Drama Centre,
before focusing on Graphic Design at the Malta College
of Arts, Science and Technology where she graduated in
2011. It was during her studies that she was introduced to
screen printing, a technique that she taught herself through
books, trial and error and later at Print Club, London.
Today, her profession is that of a screen printer and creative.
In the last years she has been shifting her artistic trajectory
from primarily commercial art to fine art, honing her own style,
aesthetic and taste to express her inner observations. She is also
the creator of the Moon Crystal Tarot - a fully illustrated tarot
deck inspired by Sailor Moon and based on A. E. Waite imagery.
She also offers screen-printing workshops for beginners. She
worked very closely with the Maltese and Berlin music, art
and activist scenes having also been in several bands as well
as leading the Berlin-Malta Women’s Rights Solidarity group.

Click here for Artist statement
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Isabelle Borg
Isabelle Borg had lived in London (her birthplace) and Malta, as well as
spending periods in Berlin, and West Cork, Ireland. She studied painting
at the Camberwell School of Art, London, graduating BA (Hons) in 1986.
She gained her MA (History of Art) in 1994, and had taught art fulltime at the University of Malta. She had regularly held solo exhibitions
of her paintings and was often asked to participate in group shows.
Her work is now found in a number of public and private collections.
Inspired by natural scenery and atmospheric conditions her work
varied and developed much over her lifetime. Much of these
changes came from time spent painting whilst travelling. Her early
solo landscape exhibitions included Marine and Maritime Paintings
(1991) and Bastions and Harbours (1992), concentrated on Malta's
constructed coastline. Later, Two Islands (2004, with photographer
Graham Cooper) and Maltese Landscape (2006) were painted in the
2000s, whilst based in her Irish studio in Clonakilty, West Cork. One
of her latest exhibitions Strange Cargo held at the National Museum
of Fine Arts, Malta, 2008, explored the effect of this series of journeys
and homecomings and re-defined her earlier interest in figurative art.
Borg died in Malta in 2010, having suffered from idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis. She spent the final years of her life still working prolifically
from her studio in Floriana, Malta.

Click here for Artist statement
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Gabriel Buttigieg
Gabriel Buttigieg is a prolific visual artist based in
Malta, whose creative range spans from drawing and
printmaking to large-scale paintings. His artwork
reflects primordial themes, often conceptualised
within a Mediterranean or tribal context. Over the
years, a gradual development has become evident
in his art, which has moved from raw and provocative
images of the body, apparent in his exhibitions such
as ‘Paintings’ (MT), ‘Nudes’ (MT) and ‘The Droplet’
series (MT) to the existential depictions displayed
in ‘Saudade’ (MT) and ‘The Beach’ (PL/MT). In his
forthcoming exhibitions and projects in Italy, France,
and The Netherlands, Buttigieg will explore the
depths of decadence associated with totems and
taboos, and the ecstasy linked with mythic creatures.
Gabriel Buttigieg has successfully read for a
Bachelors in Psychology at the University of
Malta. His dissertation explored the notion of
death and the anxiety it consequently creates;,
themes which are ever present in his visual art.
He has also studied at the Faculty of Education,
and is currently reading for a Masters in Fine Arts
by Research at the University of Malta.

Click here for Artist statement
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Kane Cali
Kane Cali has come to know himself as an
experimentalist and artist, with no defined
path except for an acute fascination with the
malleability of data. Data acts like pigment, a
dilutable point of origin from which he instinctively
manipulates through the use of both software
and hardware interfaces. This digital digestion
has, so far, taken form in print, glass, stone, and
various other materials as well as moving image.
Data has been, and still remains the latest form
of currency. A double-edged sword with global
implications. One which, willingly or not, has been
given away in exchange for commodity for the
past few decades. His work is centred around data
collection through the use of mechanical eyes (3D
scanners). Acting as the observer, he allows his
tools to identify and capture content within both the
landscape of the virtual world and that of the ‘real’.
Having completed an MA in Ceramics and Glass
from the Royal College of Art, he has since exhibited
internationally, namely, Milan, London and Shanghai
and is currently based in Malta, where he set up
KaneCali Studio. The space has been set up to allow
for facilities catering for cast glass works as well as
mixed media, and aims to merge the use of cutting
edge technologies with traditional techniques and
methods.

Click here for Artist statement
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Charlene Galea
Charlene Galea is a Malta-based conceptual artist
whose body often navigates between online identity
and physical experiences. Concepts are mostly
presented through performance, in which clothes
or space act as a metaphor to narrate how the
body is experienced within contemporary times.

Click here for Artist statement
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George Muscat
George Muscat received his artistic education between
1975 and 1978, under the tutorship of the late, Gabriel
Caruana. He also attended various courses by Maltese
and foreign artists on hand building and glazing
techniques. Through his medium, George creates a
world that recalls the mysteries of the environment
around us. In this sense he invites the viewer to
freely interpret his works and challenges the viewers'
long-held beliefs about the space they inhabit.
Throughout the years he has participated in several
collective exhibitions both locally and abroad and held
nine solo exhibitions since his first in 1997. Several of
his pieces are on permanent display and can be found
in various private collections, both locally and abroad
George was responsible for introducing the Raku
technique as a course at the Malta College of Art
Science and Technology (MCAST) within the Institute
of Art and Design and he is the founder and expresident of the Malta Raku Association (M.R.A). He
is currently a full-time artist.

Click here for Artist statement
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K ev i n At t a r d
M a t t h ew P a n d o l f i n o
Christian Muscat
Kevin, Matthew and Chris are an informal
collective of artists who occasionally collaborate
on projects which often pushes them out of their
comfort zone. Kevin, a professional filigree artist,
is accustomed to working with various metals,
whilst Matthew works mainly in the public art
sphere as well as being an accomplished prop and
costume designer whose pieces have graced many
a theatrical performance. Christian is a chameleon,
excelling in experimental multi-media artworks.
Together, their work pushes norms and boundaries.

Click here for Artist statement
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M a rc e l P o m m e r
Born in West Germany, Marcel Pommer lives and
works in Berlin. He specialises in black and white filmphotography and has an inclination towards femme
subjects.
Using rather classic styles, he aspires to a visual
language that diverts from the trodden path. His
works have been exhibited in Germany and Sardegna,
and have been published in German, Spanish and
Maltese print magazines.

Click here for Artist statement
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Kim Sammut
Sammut’s work aims to capture and express
the profound complexities of the human mind
through self-reflection as well as, the exploration
of the self in people and their surroundings.
Whilst currently enrolled in University of Malta,
reading for a BA in Psychology and Fine Arts, two
subjects very complimentary toward her artistic ethos,
she has also attended MCAST Institute for the Creative
Arts in the course of Fine Arts and Photography.
Her work has been exhibited during her studies at
MCAST, and later on at The Splendid in Valletta.

Click here for Artist statement
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Suzanna Scott
Suzanna Scott is an artist whose work explores
feminist themes and visual ideas in and of the body.
Her viral Coin Cunt series of inverted change purses,
stitched to resemble vulvae, portrays endless cultural
associations between women, money and power.
At the same time this collection serves as a timely
symbol of empowerment and equality for all women.
Entering her third decade as an artist, Scott employs a
range of materials, including stone, wax, fibre, paper,
resin and the occasional found object. Her work has
been widely exhibited in the United States and can be
found in private collections worldwide. Scott currently
lives and works in Ruston, Louisiana, United States.

Click here for Artist statement
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R i t t y Ta c s u m
Ritty Tacsum is a Malta-based experimental
photographer and multimedia artist with a
predisposition for multi-layered stories and
narratives. Her work taps into memory and makes
abundant reference to context, time and place.
Architecture features prominently in her work, as
do moody surreal settings often dominated by
masked anamorphic or androgynous figures. In
recent years, her work has explored a multitude
of mediums, and she has been increasingly using
the moving image as a means to consolidate
her concepts and propel them to the next level.
Ritty's work has already been the subject of
seven solo shows. Her work has been featured in
countless art and design publications and she has
been exhibited in high calibre curated shows in
Europe, USA and Asia.

Click here for Artist statement
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J e n n a Ti l l y
Jenna Tilley is a feminist multidisciplinary artist
focusing on the body. Her focus on this theme
began when she read an article about celebrities
and their ‘designer vaginas’. Shocked by this
normalisation of modifying the vagina, Tilley began
her practice of crafting vulvas, vaginas and labias
in many different mediums. Heraim is to spread a
message to women of love, “for our vaginas as they
are, each one unique and that’s what makes them
so spectacular”. Jenna uses humour and many
different colours in her work to break down any fears
or taboos people may feel when looking at vaginas
sTilley uses unnatural colours to make a connection
to everyone, indeed the vaginas depicted in her
works cannot be recognised by gender, race or age.

Click here for Artist statement
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L i s a G w e n | C u ra t o r
She is a curator of words and an editor of
spaces. Her work and projects are the outcomes
of these often overlapping and interchangeable
roles which deal with space and its distribution;
with aesthetics and design; interpretation and
experience. One focuses on words and type, the
other on artworks and installations. Both create
images and visuals; both deal with narratives.
Besides an innate passion related to all fields of visual
art, Lisa loves playing local tourist. She explores
sites and spaces, scrutinising the natural, the built
and the ‘other landscape’, through a camera lens.
Lisa has a background in Art History and Cultural
Management, and currently works as an Associate within
the Strategy and Funding team at Arts Council Malta.
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C u ra t o r
Lisa Gwen

Artists
Alexandra Aquilina, Kevin Attard, Isabelle Borg, Gabriel Buttigieg, Kane Cali, Charlene
Galea, Christian Muscat, George Muscat, Matthew Pandolfino, Marcel Pommer, Kim
Sammut, Suzanna Scott, Ritty Tacsum and Jenna Tilley
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